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Abstract

Relations Between Jerusalem and New Delhi Were Not Always Warm. Although Both Countries Gained Their Independence From The United Kingdom Within Months Of Each Other But Stood In Opposite Direction Of Diplomacy For Nearly Four Decades—India As A Leader In The Non-Aligned Movement That Maintained Close Relations To The Arab World And The Soviet Union; Israel Which Linked Close Ties With The United States And Western Europe. The Relationship Between The Two Countries Has Blossomed At The Economic, Military, Agricultural And Political Levels. India Has Become Israel’s Largest Arms Export Market In The World Over The Last Decade. Both Countries Faced Same Democratic Threatened By Neighbors That Patronage Terrorism; Therefore Both Countries Also View Their Cooperative Relationship As A Strategic Imperative.
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Introduction:

Review of Literature:


The Research Question:

During Research the Central Focus Laid Upon The Core Issue Why & How India Changed Its Pro Arab Policy To Make Bilateral Strategic Commitment With Israel

- What Is The Dimension Of India’s Newly Adapted Israel Policy?
- How India Keep Its Commitment Of Non-Intervention
- Non-Intervention, Non-Judgmental, And Non-Aligned Policy Towards Israel –Palestine Conflict?
- What Will Be The Regional/Global Impact Of Indo-Israel Power Axis?

Object and Hypothesis:

Methodology Adopted:

Methodology Follows to Reach the Real Imperative Conclusion. Thus, The Proposed Research Will Follow The Broad Methodological Framework Of DPA (Defence Policy Analysis). As Far As Method Of Research Is Concerned, It Will Follow The Qualitative Method. The Study Will Follow Interview Method For Primary Data, Content Analysis Method For Secondary Data And Historical Method For A Comparative Assessment Of Data. Apparently, There Is A Lack Of Availability Of Primary Data On The Theme. Therefore, The Research Will Depend Heavily, But Not Exclusively, On The Interviews With Former Diplomats And Military Officials From India And Israel

Chapter 1- Strategic Need before Normalization (1950-1992):

Israel’s Military And Experience Was Never Translated Into Actual Cooperation Primarily Because The Two Countries Did Not Have Diplomatic Relations And The Indian Military Has Little Say In The Making Of India’s Foreign Policy. However, There Was An Urgent Need To Diversify India’s Military Procurements Given India’s Dependence On Soviet Equipment. The Study Of Some Of The 1967 Israeli Military Operations Had For Instance Been Made Compulsory For Officers Of The Indian Army And Other Instances Of Israeli Military Assistance During The Conflicts Of 1962, 1965, And 1971. In Times Of Strategic Need And Of International Arms Embargo, The Israeli Provision Of Mortars And Ammunition Was Essential.


The Normalization With Israel Was Actually Started Under The Premiership Of Rajiv Gandhi. India Started Realizing That Its Unconditional Support For PLA Was Causing Decline In The Leverage Of India In The Matters. PLA Started Considering India For Granted And New Delhi Was In Search For Balancing This Unwanted Decline Of Its Leverage. The Discourse Of Indian Nationalism Started Changing Rapidly. With The End Of The Cold War (1992-1998), International Structural Environment Changed Under The Prime Ministership Of PV Narasimha Rao, New Delhi Attempted Economic Reforms. With The Demise Of India’s Time Tested Friend USSR, It Was Left With No Other Choice And To Reapproach Its Policy Towards USA And Its Allies. Due To Internal Reluctance; It Also Took Five Years Of Lobbying From The Indian Military Establishment To Convince The MEA And Political Class For The Need To Have A Defense Attaché Permanently Based In Tel Aviv. Another Decisive Actor Involved In The Defense Procurement Process Also Opposed Discussions With Israel’s Defense Industries. The State-Controlled Defense Research And Development Organization (DRDO), Which Was In Charge Of Most Of India’s National Defense Projects, Had
Institutional Interests in Limiting Increased Purchases and Cooperation With the Israeli Military Industry. The DRDO was in fact in competition with Israeli companies such as Israeli Aerospace Industries (IAI) and Rafael over projects like the upgrade of MIG's, the development of various missile systems, satellite technology, and even the production of Uavs.

The International Arms Control Guidelines like the Missile Technology Control Regime (M.T.C.R.) which India did not join until June 2016 which originally prevented India from cooperating with Israel on ballistic missile technology. Some of the Israeli technology was also co-produced with the US any technological transfer required prior approval from Washington to enter in negotiations with third. Nevertheless, there were many visits from the officials of the defense ministries as well as from representatives from the Israel defense industry. The first purchases of Uavs in the mid-1990s seemed also to indicate possible cooperation in this particular field.

Chapter 3- New Horizon of Stronger Strategic Partnership: Israel has sold radar and surveillance systems as well as electronic components for military aircraft and has helped India defense itself through training in counterterrorism methods.

In November 2011, India’s elite Cobra Commando Unit bought more than 1,000 units of the Israeli X-95 Assault Rifle to use in counterinsurgency operation. Also in 2011, India placed orders for four advanced Israeli Phalcon AWACS planes (Airborne Warning and Control Systems) which are capable of detecting hostile aircraft, cruise missiles and other incoming aerial threat far before ground-based radars.

In January 2012, India and Israel stepped up their counter-terrorism coordination strategy in the wake of Indian External Affairs Minister SM Krishna’s visit to the Jewish state. The two countries also signed an extradition treaty and a pact on transfer of sentenced prisoners. During a July 2014 visit to Tel Aviv, Indian Defense Secretary Radha Krishna Mathur outlined his goals for Indo-Israeli defense cooperation. The Indian government requested an unspecified number of Sword Fish ground radar trackers, precision-guided artillery, unspecified missiles, and two AWACS units (in addition to the four ordered in 2005). Mathur was especially interested in the delivery of long-range anti-missile defense batteries for deployment aboard Indian naval ships. The project was announced in 2005, and originally scheduled for delivery in 2012.

Israeli and Indian government officials signed an intelligence-sharing agreement in July 2014, hoping to fight radical Islamic extremism in the region together. Cooperation increased dramatically in 2014 with the election of India’s new Prime Minister Narendra Modi. Within the specified span of time when new govt. formed in May 2014 and November 2014, Israel exported $662 million worth of Israeli weapons and defense items to India. This export number is greater than the total Israeli exports to India during the previous three years combined.
Israel Aerospace Industries Successfully Tested A Jointly Developed Indian-Israeli Barak 8 Air And Naval Defense Missile System On November 10, 2014. The Missile Test Was Carried Out By Israel’s Defense Ministry And India’s Defense Research And Development Organization, And Represents The First Full Successful Test Of The Missile. A Top Advisor To India’s Defense Minister Hailed The Test As “An Important Milestone In The Cooperation Between India And Israel.”

Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Ya’alon Made The First Ever Official Visit Of An Israeli Defense Minister To India In February 2015. While In India, Ya’alon, Along With Many Other Top Israeli Defense Officials, Attended The Aero India Arms Exhibition In Bangalore.


The Government Of India Quietly Approved The Purchase Of 10 Armored Heron TP Drone Vehicles From Israel On September 11, 2015, At A Price Of $400 Million. These Drones Will Help Secure India’s Borders, And Will Be Operated By Members Of India’s Air Force. An Original Proposal For The Purchase Was Presented In 2012, But The Program Did Not Receive Political Backing Until 2015.


In October 2014 India and Israel reached a deal for India to purchase 8,356 Spike Anti-Tank Guided Missiles and 321 Missile Launchers developed by Israeli Rafael Advanced Defense Systems Ltd. This contract was deferred prior to its signature, however, due to costs and vendor issues. The Indian Ministry of Defense announced in March 2017 that the contract, worth approximately $1 billion, would finally be moving forward.

Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) announced in April 2017 that it had struck a deal with India’s Army and Navy to supply them with an advanced air defense system worth upwards of $2 billion. The deal was described by IAI as Israel’s largest ever defense deal.

On May 10, 2017, three warships from the Indian Navy docked in the port of Haifa, ahead of Indian Prime Minister Modi’s scheduled visit during the summer. The ships, the INS Mumbai, the INS Trisula, and the INS Aditya, participated in a naval drill with the Israeli Navy when they entered the port. This is the eighth time that Indian ships have docked at an Israeli port, the first being in 2000.

The Indian military carried out their first successful tests of the Israeli-made surface-to-air Python and Derby missile system (SPYDER) on May 11, 2017. The launch of the SPYDER system went off without a hitch, and all three missiles that were launched hit their targets. Python and Derby missile comprise the SPYDER system, which also features an on-board radar for increased accuracy. The system, which is made for low-altitude missile strikes, has a range of 15 km.

A new partnership between Indian security firm Punj Lloyd and Israel Weapons Industries, known as Punj Lloyd Raksha Systems, or PLR, was announced in May 2017. The firm produces small-arms from the Israel Weapons Industries product line, and is the first private small-arms manufacturer in India to produce equipment for both local and export use. Ashok Wadhawan, the president of manufacturing at Punj Lloyd, explained that the joint venture aims to target the supply of carbine, assault rifle, sniper rifle and light machine guns for armed forces, paramilitary forces and state police.

Indian prime minister Narendra Modi’s security service recruited 30 dogs from Israel in 2017, trained to attack, sniff for bombs and drugs, and track criminals. The Indian military deployed an Israeli-developed comprehensive integrated border management system (CIBMS) along its border with Pakistan in August 2017. The fence will be monitored by sensors and security cameras, and will alert people in monitoring facilities when a breach has occurred. Indian officials announced plans to seal all of their 6,300 km borders with Pakistan and Bangladesh with the Israeli Smart-Fence. India participated in the Israeli Blue Flag military exercise for the first time in November 2017.

In the first visit of its kind in 20 years, Israeli president Reuven Rivlin visited India for a week in mid-November 2016. Rivlin and Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi held discussions and meetings pertaining to security
Cooperation And Combatting Terrorism, And Also Discussed The Future Of Israeli Investment In India. While In India, The Israeli President Also Visited The Taj Mahal And Observed Indian Water Treatment Facilities. Indian Officials Signed Contracts Worth A Combined $1.4 Billion With Israeli Aerospace Industries (IAI) During Rivlin’s Visit, On November 16, 2016. The Two Defense Contracts Provide For The Indian Purchase From Israel Of Two Phalcon/IL-76 Airborne Early Warning And Control Systems (AWACS), Valued At $1 Billion, As Well As 10 Additional Heron TP UAV Drones, Valued At $400 Million.


Conclusion

Military Cooperation With Israel Has Indirectly Been Framed As Enabling India’s Quest For Self-Sufficiency, It Has Been Perceived Positively By Politicians Across The Spectrum As An Instrument Preserving India’s Strategic Autonomy (Which Has Little Meaning Unless India Develops Its Own Indigenous Defense Production).Furthermore, Since Most Of Israel’s Sophisticated Weapons Have Been Developed Indigenously, There Were Fewer Risks Of External Pressures On Israel To Stop Supplying India With Military Equipment, Especially During Military Crises.
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